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1. Introduction
Let Ln(q)=S2n+l/Zq be the (2w+l)-dimensional standard lens space modq.
As difined in [7], we set
Z,2«+ι __ L"(q),
(
 '
 }
 L? = {[*0> -, *n]^L*(q) \zn is real^O} .
In the previous paper [15], we determined the ^O-groups KO(Si(L1^jLl)) of the
suspensions of the stunted lens spacs L™\Lnq for j = 1 (mod 2). For primes />,
the /-groups f(Sj(L^ILnp)) have been determined (cf. [11] for p=2 and [12] for
odd primes p). The purpose of this paper is to determine the KO- and/-groups
of suspensions of stunted lens spaces mod 4.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we state the main theorems:
the structures of fiS^LZg/LZq)) for j = l (mod 2) are given in Theorem 1, the
proof of which is similar to that for the case q=ί (cf. [11]) and omitted, the struc-
tures of KO(SJ(L?m)) and /(,S>(L?/Lϊ)) for j = 0 (mod 2) are given in Theo-
rems 2 and 3 respectively. In section 3 we prepare some lemmas and recall
known results in [8], [10] and [13]. By virtue of the results in [8], the proofs
of Theorem 2 and 3 for the case j = Q (mod 4) are given in section 4. Apply-
ing the method used in the corresponding parts of [8], we prove Theorems 2
and 3 for the case / = 2 (mod 4) in the final section.
The authors would like to express their gratitude to Professor T. Kobayashi
and Professor H. Oshima for helpful suggestions.
2. Satement of results
Let vp(s) denote the exponent of the prime p in the prime power decom-
position of s, and τn(s) the function defined on positive integers as follows (cf.
[3]):
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ί 0 (/>Φ2 and $=f=0 (mod(j>—1)))
(PΦ2 and 5=0 (mod (p—1)))
(p = 2 and i=)=0(mod2))
(ρ=2 and ί=0 (mod 2)).
Let Z/k denote the cyclic group ZjkZ of order k. For an integer n, A(n)
denotes the group defined by
( Zβ@Zβ (w=0(mod8))
Zβ (ΛΞΞI or 7 (mod 8))
0 (otherwise).
If j = 1 (mod 2), then we have
(2.1)
(cf. [15, Remark 4]), and the proof of the following theorem is similar to that
for the corresponding part of the theorem in [11].
Theorem 1. Let qy j, m and n be non-negative integers with q ^  1 and
(1) If j Ξ 1 (mod 4), then we have
Zlm((m+j)β)®A(n+j) (m=3 (mod 4))
A(n+j) (otherwise).
(2) If j = 3 (mod 4), then we have
( Z/m((m+j)β) (m= 1 (mod 4))
Zβ@Zβ (m+j = 2 (mod 8))
Zβ (m+j = l or 3 (mod 8))
0 (otherwise).\
REMARK. (1) In the case m=n-\-ly Sj(Lq+1/Lq) is homeomorphic to the
sphere Sn+)'+1, and/-groups of the spheres are well-known:
Zβ (k=l or 2 (mod 8))
0 (otherwise).
(2) If j = 1 (mod 2), then the above theorem and [11] imply
for any q.
In order to state the next theorem, we prepare functions hl9 h2, al and ^
defined by
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h2(n) = [nt
(2.2)
(2.3)
We denote the direct sum Z/Wj® •••©Z/w,- by (n19 •••, w, )> and z bY (°°)
Theorem 2. Let j, m and n be non-negative integers with m>n.
(1) Suppose j = 0 (mod 4).
i) //«ΐ 3 (mod 4), then we have
0
ii) If n=3 (mod 4), f/zew roe have
, n+j)<0).
(2) Suppose j=2 (mod 4).
i) If m^n+9, then we have
where A(m) is the group difined by (2.1), and B(n) is the group defined by
( Z
Z/2ΦZ/2
Z/2
0
(n=3 (mod 4))
(» si (mod 8))
(n=0 or 2 (mod 8))
(otherwise) .
ii) If n+&^m>n, then the groups KO(Sj(L™/LΪ)) are isomorphίc to the
corresponding groups in the following table:
"^ ^^ ^ m—n
n +j (mod 8)^^^
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
(2)
(2)
0
(oo)
0
0
0
(oo)
2
(2,2)
(2)
(4)
(oo)
0
0
(4)
(-,2)
3
(2)
(4,2)
(4)
(oo)
0
(4)
(4,2)
(~,2)
4
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4)
(oo)
(4)
(4,2)
(2,2)
(oo)
5
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4)
<~,4).
(4,2)
(2,2)
(2)
(-,2)
6
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4,4)
(-,4,2)
(2,2)
(2)
(4)
(~,2)
7
(2,2)
(4, 4, 2)
(4, 4, 2)
(-,2,2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(-,2)
8
(4, 2, 2)
(4, 4, 2, 2)
(4, 2, 2)
(oo,2)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(-,2)
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REMARK. (1) Combining this theorem with [15, Theorem 2], we obtain
the complete results for the groups KO(SJ(LTILT)).
(2) The partial results for the case w=0 of this theorem have been obtained in
[8].
In order to state the next theorem, we set
(2.4)
<*(j, ™> n) =
b(j, m, n) =
m n
Main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let j, m and n be non-negative integers with rn>n.
( 1 ) Suppose j = 0 (mod 4) .
i) If n^3 (mod 4), then we have
0
ii) 7/ί the case n=3 (mod 4), we have
, m, tt)<0)
rf «r^ integers defined by
min {ι;2(n+1)-1, a(j, m, n)} (n+j = 7 (mod 8))\ i >2(n l)—  (j, .i = \{ min{z/2(w+l), a(j, m} n)
k = min {v2(n +!)—!, b(j, my n)}
c = max {a(j, mt ri)—i, b(j, m, n)—k\
d = min {a(j, m, n)—i, b(j3 m, n)—k} .
(2.5)
(2) Suppose j=2 (mod 4) .
i) Ifm^n+9, then we have
where A(m) is the group defined by (2.1), and C(n) is the group defined by
( Z/2m((n+l)/2)ΘZ/2 (^^3 (mod 4))
^/40Z/20Z/2 (us 1 (mod 8))
(n=0or2(mod8))
(otherwise) .
C(n) =
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ii) If nJ
Γ
8'^m>n
ί
 then the groups f(SJ(L™/LJ)) are isomorphίc to the corre-
sponding groups in the following table, where M denotes the integer m(
~~^~\^  TO — n
n+j (mod 8)^^^
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
(2)
(2)
0
(M)
0
0
0
(M)
2
(2,2)
(2)
(4)
(M)
0
0
(4)
(M,ϊ)
3
(2)
(4,2)
(4)
(M)
0
(4)
(4,2)
(M,2)
4
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4)
(M)
(4)
(4,2)
(2,2)
(M)
5
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4)
(M,4)
(4,2)
(2,2)
(2)
(M,2)
6
(2,2)
(4,2)
(4,4)
(M,4,2)
(2,2)
(2)
(4)
(M,2)
7
(2,2)
(4, 4, 2)
(4, 4, 2)
(M, 2, 2)
(2)
(4)
(4)
(M, 2)
8
(4, 2, 2)
(4, 4, 2, 2)
(4, 2, 2)
(M,2)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(M,2)
REMARK. (1) Combining this theorem with Theorem 1, we obtain the
complete results for the groups /(S^LJVLJ)).
(2) The partial results for the case;— n=0 of this theorem have been obtained
in [9].
3. Preliminaries
In this section we prepare some lemmas and recall known results which are
needed to prove Theorems 2 and 3.
Lemma 3.1. Let j be a positive integer with j=0 (mod 2) and k be an odd
integer. Then we have
k1- 1 ΞΞ (k2- 1)(;/2) (mod 2V> >+<) .
Proof. Since ft2Ξl (mod 8), we have
ki-l = (k2-l)((k2Y>'n-1+(k2)U'2>-*+ - +1)
= (k2- l)(y/2) (mod26).
This proves the lemma for the case v2(j)=l. Assume that
k''- 1 = (k2- 1)(//2) (mod
Then we have
(mod 2V>+S)
(mod 2«V>«)
(mod 22V''> M)
= (k2- l)072)(fc'+ 1)
= (A2-l)072)(2+(*2-l)072))
= (ft2- 1)(2;/2)
Since v2(j) ^ 1 , this implies
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(mod!
Thus the lemma is proved by the induction with respect to z/2(j). q.e.d.
Considering the Z/4-action on S2n+1 X C given by
exp(2τrv/—l/4)(#, u) = (£ exp(2τr\/HI/4), tt exp(2ττ\/IΓl/4))
for (#, u)^S2n+lxCy we have a complex line bundle
„. / C2»97. ^*3
Then we have the following elements
The following proposition is well known.
Proposition 3.3. Ifm^2y then we have
(1) (Mahammed [13]) The ring K(L1[) is isomorphίc to the truncated polynomial
ring
where (σCw/2]+1, (<r+l)4— 1) means the ideal of Z[σ] generated by σ ^ /23+1 and
(2) (Kobayashi and Sugawara [10]) The group K(LT) is ίsomorphic to the direct
sum of cyclic groups of order % m/2^1, 2W* and 2^m~2^ generated by σ, σ(l)+
and σ-(l)σ+2^m+2^+lσ- respectively. That is,
l f X2,
where X1 = 2W
2i+1σ, J?2=2^
/4V(l) + 22Cw/4]+V and X3=
The following lemma is obtained by the above proposition.
Lemma 3.4. Let u be a positive integer. Then, in K(Ly)}
σ* = a
u
σ-\-b
u
σ(\)-\-c
u
σ(V)σ ,
where a
u) bu and cu are integers defined by
a
u
 = (-2)"-1 ,
2(-4)(B/4>-1 (MΞθ(mod4))
0 (κ=l (mod 4))
(-4)<"-2>/4 (M=2(mod4))
-2(-4)("-3>/4 (us 3 (mod 4))
,
°~
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and
c
u
 = 1
(w=0(mod4))
.4)(«-5)/4 (iί=l(mod4))
2«-2+(_4)(«-2)/4 (
w
=2 (mod 4))
-2_(_4)(«-3)/4 (
w
=3 (mod 4)) β
Proof. By making use of the relation (<r+l)4=l, we obtain equalities
att+1 = —2att,
and
CU+Λ — O
u
 — ί
where ^=1, έj— 0, and ^ =0. Thus the lemma is proved by the induction with
respect to u. q.e.d.
For each integer n with 0^n<τw, we denote the inclusion map of L\ into
? by #, and denote the kernel of the homomorphism
by V
n
. Then by Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let u be a positive integer with 2u<m. Then we have
(ιι=l)
σ = M
-
1
σ ) (u=l (mod 2) andu>l)
1
o ) (tt=0 (mod 2) αwJ u>2)
modulo the subgroup V2u-
Considering the 2Γ/4-action on S2n+1xR given by
exp(2wv^Ί/4)(ar, «;) - (^  exp (2πV^Ϊ/4), -v)
for (^ , v)^S2n+1xRy we have a real line bundle
We set
It is easy to see that
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(3.6)
where c: KO-+K is the complexification and r: K->KO is the real restriction.
Let
and
IR;KO(X)-*KO(S*X)
be the Bott periodicity isomorphisms for K- and jKΌ-theory respectively. Then
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7. (1) (Kobayashi and Sugawara [10]) Ifj=0 (mod 8)
and wΞ>2, then KO(Sj(Lf)) is isomorphic to the dierct sum of the cyclic groups of
order 2Λι(wι) and 2V*> generated by r(P/2(σ}} and I^\κ)+2^mf^r(Iif2(σ)) respective-
ly. That is,
lf Y2}>,
y = 0 (mod 8) «/zrf w= 1, ίfe ^roi^ KO(SJL\)^KO(SJ+1) is
isomorphic to Zβ generated by IJR
/8(κ).
(2) (Kobayashi [8]) //j =4 (mod 8) αwrf m^4, then the group KO(Sj(Lΐ)) is
isomorphic to the direct sum of the cyclic groups of order 2Λι(ΛI+4)~2 and 2hz(m+^~2
generated by r(/'/2(σ)) and r(/^(σ(l)+2c<l>/4]+1σ)) respectively. That is,
where Yl = 2W
m+4>-2r(I"*(σ)) and
Y2 = 2V» M
7/7 = 4 (mod 8) and l^m<4 , then we have
4. Proof for the case jr=0 (mod 4)
In this section we prove the parts (1) of Theorems 2 and 3. Throughout
this section, j denotes a non-negative integer withy =0 (mod 4).
We consider the elements y1 and y2 of KO(SJL1!) defined by
= KJ"V))
(/=0(mod8))
( =4 (mod 8)).
According to [1] and [4], we have the following lemma.
(1)
(2)
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Lemma 4.2. The Adams operations are given by the following formulae.
(Λsl(mod«2))
0
2ki/2y2 (j = 0 (mod 8) and k= 2 (mod 4))
( j = 4 (mod 8) and k =2 (mod 4))
(£=0(mod4)).
(A =1 (mod 2))
0 (Λ=0(mod2)).
For each integer n with Q^n<m, we denote the kernel of the homomor-
phism
by FOi...
Lemma 4.3. If0^n<m, then we have
o
Proof. By Proposition 3.7,
by YΊ and y2> where
^.n is the subgroup of KO(SJL%) generated
Y = 2*ι (/ = 0 (mod 8) and n ^  2)
(y = 4 (
mod 8) and n ^
and
(j=0(mod
0'=4 (mod 8) and
( j=0(mod8)andnΦl)
(j =4 (mod 8) and w^4) .
Consider the case h2(m-{-j)'^h1(n-}-j)—[(n-\-j)/4]. Suppose that
h2(njrj)'^h1(njrj) and w^>2. Then we have the relations yl, —0 (*—1, 2), where
(/==0(mod 8)and/*=l)
(j=4 (mod 8) and
(otherwise)
and
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VyJ (j=0(mod8))
A =
2
 ' 2k*<m+4>-*(y
ί
+ym/4*+ly1) (j =4 (mod 8))
Setting
A,
A =3
 ' - - (otherwise),
y2+2V +>)-*ι<«+'>+co»+'>/<] yχ (otherwise)
and
(otherwise),
we have
and
^4 — 2V»+J>-*ιθι+j)+[(»+j)/4:ι
w
Noting that
(otherwise),
1
 ~" I 2V +Λ-V»+Λ-c<»+Wflf|1-tt2 (otherwise)
and
(l_2C^]-[«/4])Wι+2V«+^)-Λι(«^)+c(«+>)/%2 (otherwise),
we see that VOίt.n is isomorphic to the group generated by u
λ
 and u2 with rela-
tions Ai=0 (i=2, 3). This implies the lemma for the case [(m+j)/4]+h2(n+j)
^h^n+j) and m^2.
Suppose that h2(m+j)+[(n+j)/4]^hl(n+j)>[(m-^j)l4]+h2(n+j) and nΦl.
Then we have n+j = l (mod 8), n+2^m>n and VOjWtn^Z\2 generated by F2.
If n— 1 and 2^m^3, then we have VO}
mtn^Z/2 generated by YΓ Ifn=0,
the lemma follows from Proposition 3.7. Thus the proof of the lemma for the
case h2(m+j)'^h1(n+j)—[(n+j)/4] is completed.
If h^m+j)<h
ί
(n+j)'-[(n+j)l4]9 then we have [(ifi+;)/8]=[(n+J-4)/8].
This implies A1(«+j)=Λι(»+./), h2(m+j)=h2(n+j) and [(w+j)/4]=[(n+.;)/4].
Hence we have FOί.
n
^O.
Thus the proof of the lemma is completed. q.e.d.
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Suppose that n^ 3 (mod 4). Then we have
j, n+j) = ^(
and
j, n+j) =
Thus the part i) of (1) of Theorem 2 is proved by making use of [15, Corollary
3] and Lemma 4. 3.
Proof of the part i) of (1) of Thoerem 3. We set
(4.4) uoL.n = Σ ( n W- i)vo'
m
.
Λ
) .
Since the order of VOJ
mtn is equal to a power of 2, we have
UO'
m
.
Λ
= Σ W-l)VOί..= Σ
k : odd t : odd
by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 3.1. Since the order of KO(S'(L"/L")) is finite,
we have
Thus the part i) of (1) of Theorem 3 is proved by making use of Lemma 4.3.
q.e.d.
Now, we turn to the case n=3 (mod 4). In the rest of this section, n
denotes a positive integer with w=3 (mod 4). It follows from [15] that we
have the commutative diagram
0 0
— I -^  i
KO(Si+a+1) = KO(SJ+a+1)
(4.5) 0
Ψ
0 0
of exact sequences. Since KO(Sj+n+l) is isomorphic to Z, the upper row of
(4.5) splits. Choose y^KO(Si(Ώί\Ln^} such that β=f2(y) generates the group
KO(Si+n+1). Then we have an isomorphism
defined by/(#, kβ)=f1(x)+ky for every (Λ?, ft)e FOi,M+10Z. This proves the
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part ii) of (1) of Theorem 2. Moreover, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. If j~Q (mod 4) and n=3 (mod 4), then there is an element
y&KO(SJ(L4/L")) which satisfies the following conditions.
(1) β=f2(y) generates the group KO(Sj+n+l).
(n+j+ 1 =4 (mod 8))
**yl («+l=j=0(mod8))( )
y1 (j =4 (mod 8) and n=3) .
Proof. Suppose that j=0 (mod 8) and n=7 (mod 8). By the proof of
Lemma 4.3, we have
and
Hence
and the first group is generated by /4(2(w-3)/4<y2+2(n-3)/2j1). It follows from
the commutativity of the diagram (4.5) that the element y can be chosen to
satisfy f3(y)=2(n^/4y2+2(n~3)/2y1. The proofs for the other cases are similar.
q.e.d.
In the rest of this section, we fix an element y^KO(Si(L^/L1i)) which
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.7. // k is an odd integer, then the Adams operation -ψ>* is given
by
Proof. We necessarily have
for some integer u and an element #eFΌi.,,.u. By using the ι|r-maρ /2> we
see that u=k(n+J+1)/2. Under /3, f^x) maps into x and y maps into /3(jv), and
we see that
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
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This implies that
and
q.e.d.
We now recall some definition in [3]. Set Y=κ(SJ\LT/L1l)) and let/ be
a function which assigns to each integer k a non-negative integer /(&). Given
such a function /, we define Yf to be the subgroup of Y generated by
that is,
Y, =
Then the kernel of the homomorphism /": Y-^>J"(Y) coincides with f| Y/>
where the intersection runs over all functions /.
Suppose that /satisfies
(4.8) /(Λ)^ w+max {vp(m((n+j+ 1)/2)) | p is a prime divisor of k}
for every k^Z. For each odd integer /, N(ί) denotes the integer chosen to
satisfy the property
(4.9) iN(ι) = \ (mod 2").
In the following calculation we put (w4-j + l)/2— u for the sake of simplicity.
From Lemmas 3.1 and 4.7, we have
l)-^
^^
)^(2V )^_ΛΓ(ι^^^^^^ .
By virtue of [3; II, Theorem (2.7) and Lemma (2.12)], we have
= <Λ(^Oi..+I) U {m(M)/2^
Therefore,
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where M = (m ((«+;+ l)l2)pWe+i+l>+l)N((n+j+ l)/2V»+'-">)((n+ 1)/2). Since
this is true for every function /which satisfies (4.8), we have
(4.10) U
Suppose that i(_/, m, «)^0. It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3 that
..+ i atZI2
t
^
+l
'
u+i>®ZI2ttlm*i'n+n is generated by
y
and
By Lemma 4.6, we have
( 2u1-u2
Therefore
where
-2M
-M
and
Set
M
Γ min {α(
— \
I min {α(
(/==0(mod8))
(j=4 (mod 8))
(y=w-3=4(mod8))
(;= 7*4-1 = 0 (mod 8))
(;=n+l=4(mod8)).
;=3 (mod 8))
(;=4(mod8)andn=3)
(otherwise)
(n+j = 3 (mod 8))
(j =4 (mod 8) and τz=3)
(otherwise)
(n+j = 7 (mod 8) and w
(otherwise) .
my n), *>2(ra+l)}
m, n), v2(n+l)— ]
(n+;=3 (mod 8))
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and
k = min {b(j, w, n\ v2(n+ !)—!}.
Since v2(M)=v2(n-{-l)—l, the greatest common divisor of M1 and 2β('' w n) is
equal to 2', and the greatest common divisor of M2 and 2
i(; m
'
n)
 is equal to 2*.
Choose integers el9 e2y e3 and e4 with
*12 o »
 ll>+*2Af1 = 2''
and
^Z^ - '+^Ma = 2* .
For the sake of simplicity, we put a=a(j, m, n) and b=b(j, m, n) in the follow-
ing calculation. If a—i^b—k, then we have
A
2bu2 / 2
k((e4M0!2k)y+(e4M1/2k)u1 +u2)! ,
where
-MJZ -(
~
k
 e,2b-k -e2M2/2"
0 3^
and det ^4— 1. This implies that
On the other hand, if b— k>a— ί, then we have
2b~kM0y
2bu2
where
-» -(M1βi)2- +t+i-i' -M2/2*
1 0
0 e3
anddet5=l. This implies that
Thus we have
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(4.11) f f j = Q (mod 4), n=3 (mod 4) and b(j, m, w)^0, then we have
where i, k, c and d are integers defined by (2.5).
Next suppose that b(jy m, w)<0. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that we have
F'Oi.n.uβO. This implies that the homomorphism /2 in the diagram (4.5) is
an isomorphism of ι/r-grouρs. Thus we obtain
(4.12) Ifj = 0 (mod 4), n=3 (mod 4) and b(j, m, n)<0 then we have
Now, combining (4.11) and (4.12) we obtain the part ii) of (1) of Theorem
3. Thus the proof for the case j=0 (mod 4) is completed.
5. Proof for the case j=2 (mod 4)
In this section we prove the parts (2) of Theorems 2 and 3. Throughout
this section j denotes a positive integer with j =2 (mod 4). Consider the ele-
ments xly x2 and x3 of £(SSL%) defined by
(5.1) x2 = I»2σ(\ ) ,
x =
According to [1], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. The Adams operations are given by the following formulae.
(1)
(3) ψ *(*3)=
0
ki/2x2
θ
ki/\-x3-2x2)
k»2x3
(£=3 (mod 4))
(As 1 (mod 4))
(AΞ2(m0d4))
(AsO (mod 4)) .
θ(
m
od2)).
(As 3 (mod 4))
(As 1 (mod 4))
(AsO (mod 2)).
Consider the elements Xly X2 and X3 of defined by
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(5.3)
*, (n=V)
2V«+Wχ2 (W=o or 3 (mod 4))
2[(»-")/4]a.2+2[(»-|-1)/2 1^ («= 1 or 2 (mod 4))
2c(»-D/4]^3 („= i or 2 (mod 4))
2U»-Wix3+2«»
+1WXl («=0 or 3 (mod 4) and M^
Xl («=0).
For each integer n with O^n^ m, we denote the kernel of the homomorphism
by F4,« Then by Proposition 3.3, we have
(5.4) Fi.2K.+ lV2] = <{^ 1, -SΓ
Consider the Bott exact sequence (cf. [5] and [6, (12.2)])
(5.5) -> KO(S>'+2X) -1 R(Sj+2X) T--L KO(&X) -1 ^ O(S^+1 )^ ->
for X=L%IL4J where 3 is the homomorphism defined by the exterior product
with the generator of KO(S1). Using the isomorphisms
and
we obtain the exact sequence
T—1 ^^ ^ Λ
(5.6) -^  FO^2. > Fi.2a -i KO(SJ(L?m*)) -» G -* 0,
where w=[(«+1)/2] and
KO(Si+1(L?/Llu)) (m+j = Q, 1 or 2 (mod 8))/nr
0 (otherwise).
Consider the generators yl and y2 of ^O(Sy+2L?) defined by (4.1).
Lemma 5.7. (1) I~1oc(y1)=2x1+x2-{-x3.
(2)^
 I 2Λ?2 0' = 2 (mod 8)).
Proof. (1) By (4.1), we have
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(2) If =6 (mod 8), then by (3.6) we have
= x2
If j =2 (mod 8), then we have
q.e.d.
5.1. Proof for the case n=0 (mod 2). By Proposition 3.7 and (5.4),
we have
3
^ι)}> 0'ΞO (mod 8))
(y = 2(mod 8) and n^4)
yly y2} > (j = 2 (mod 8) and 0 ^  n ^  2)
and VJ
m
,n=ζ{Xι> %2> -X^X Using Lemma 5.7, we obtain
(5.8) For the homomorphίsm r
λ
 in the exact sequence (5.6), we have
( <{2^Γ2, (l-~2n^)X1+X2+2^+4^X3}y (n+j =2 (mod 8) and n^
(j =2 (mod 8) and n=0)
\^x2> V
A
—** y-'M"!"*" ^x3f / (n+y=6 (mod 8) and n^4)
Ker r — (1 S / f v
 τ τ , ^ τ r , v (y = 6(mod8)α/^w-0)
(w+;=0(mod8))
(n+y=4(mod8)).
If w^w+2, then Im r± is isomorphic to the group generated by {X^ X2,
with relations -4, =0 (l^ί<£5), where
2X (n+j =2 (mod 8))
=
2<*+!1)/*X3+2X2
(n=2(mod4)),
(4^«=0 (mod 4))
(n=0)
(n+j =0 (mod 8))
; =4 (mod 8)) ,
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A, =
and
Thus we obtain
(5.9) // m+;—
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^«=0(mod4))
(n=0)
(if =2 (mod 4)),
(4^w=0(mod4))
(π=0)
(n=2 (mod 4))
(»=0)
(otherwise) .
ί = 2 (mod 8), then we have
ZI2«m+»'4i-«"+W®ZI2 (n+j =0 or 2 (mod 8))
(n+j =4 or 6 (mod 8)) ,
(Λ+j'=2(mod8))
(n+j =6 (mod 8))
(n=2(mod8))
ί 2 (mod 8) or
2X2
2X3+X2+X1
2(»+2)/4 jγ 3+2X
2(s-2)/4X3+X2
If n+j = 2 (mod 8)
(n=0)
(n+; = 0 (mod 8))
(n+j =4 (mod 8)) .
, then we have
υ
 X2-2X3,
where
B1 =
^ (n=0).
In the case m=nj
r
l) we have ^(Fi.^^O.
By Lemma 5.2 and (5.8), we obtain the following.
(5.10) The Adams operations are given by the following formulae.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(k=\ (mod 4))
(£Ξ=3(mod4))
(&Ξ=0(mod2)).
(«=0 (mod 4) andk=l (mod 2))
(«=0 (mod 4) andk=Q (mod 2)).
_ ( r
~ 1 0
(»=2 (mod 4) α«J ΛΞ 1 (mod 2))
(n=2 (mod 4) and k=0 (mod 2))
By Lemma 3.1, (5.6), (5.9) and (5.10), we obtain the results for the cases
j=2 (mod 4), «=0 (mod 2) and m+j = 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8).
We now turn to the case m-f-/ = l (mod 8). Suppose that ίw^w+3, and
consider the commutative diagram
0 0
f r~ I
VL-2.» -i KO(S'(LΓ2ILΪ)) - * 0
1
 r
~ 1
-i KO(S'(LΪIL Ϊ) > KO(Si+1(L7ILΐ)) - > 0
r~ ~
-
1) -I KO(S»+i)®KO(Sm+ί-1) -
1
of exact sequences, where 3^ ^O(5w"f /)-»^O(Sm+;>1) is an isomorphism. We
denote the generators of KO(Sm+>) and KO(Sm+J+1) by ω
x
 and ω2 respectively.
Since Έθ(Sm+i)^Zβ, Lemma 3.5 implies that ^(S^^^Z has a generator
7 with
fl («=3)
and r2(j)=2β, where /S is a generator of the group 5Ό(5W^'"1)»Z'. It fol-
lows from (5.9) that we have
»Ί(*ι) («=3)
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(n+;=2(mod8))
(«+;=6(mod8))
(«=2(mod4)).
If m^n+7, we set a=g(β)-2«m-™-Ka+zWrl(X3). Then we have 8(α)=A(»1),
and
2a
-\:
By (5.10) and the fact 4g(/3)=0, we have
ψ»*(α) = k( m+i~^2g(β)
_ Γ a (k: odd)
1 0 (k: even).
According to [3, II], we have
Γ coj (k: odd)
I 0 (k: even)
(ί'=l, 2). If τw^/ί+9, then the short exact sequence
of ψ-groups splits. Hence
and
If m=w+7, then we have
LΊ)) = ^ (Fi..) U {«,
Since ord O(5f^4(Lr/L2))=32by [15], ord<r1(X3)>=ord<α>=4 and ord<^(ωι)>
=2, we have
If m=w+5 or «+3, then we have
Since ord ^O(5'(L?/LJ))=8 by [15], ord<^(/9)>=4 and ord<£(ω,)>=2, we have
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Thus we obtain the results for the case j =2 (mod 4), n=0 (mod 2) and m-\-j = 1
(mod 8).
The proof for the case j =2 (mod 4), w=0 (mod 2) and m+j=0 (mod 8)
is similar to that for the above case, so we omit it.
Finally we consider the case m-\-j = 2 (mod 8). Inspect the commutative
diagram
2IL»4)) 0
I r ~ I
.
I , ~ I a
LΓ2)) - »• KO(Si+1(Lΐ/LΓ2))
of exact sequences. Since
KO(SJ(Lΐ
by Proposition 3.7, and
the short exact sequence
0 ^  r£S''LJYLr2 -* XO5'L3-L?-2 -^  KOSi+1L?ILΓ2) -» 0
splits. The Adams operations on δ(S>'(Z,?/Z,Γ2)) or KO(Si+1(LT/Lΐ-2)) are
given by
f l (*:odd)
[ 0
 (Λ : even) .
Hence the short exact sequence
0 ~> ^(V^n - XOS'L?LJ - KOS*+lL?Lnt -> 0
of Λ/r-groups splits. Thus we obtain the result for the case 7=2 (mod 4), w=0
(mod 2) and m+/ = 2 (mod 8).
Thus the proof for the case j = 2 (mod 4) and w = 0 (mod 2) is completed.
5.2. Proof for the case Λ=3 (mod 4). Consider the following com-
mutative diagram, in which the row is exact.
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By Lemma 3.5, we can choose an element x^fζ.(Sί(L1!IL1ΐ)} such that f2(x)
generates the group R(SΛ+ί+ί)sχZ and
f3(x) = 2^-^2x1+2^3^x2+2^^2x3 .
Applying the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.7 to x, we obtain the fol-
lowing result by Lemma 5.2.
(5.11) The Adams operations are given by
(k= i (mod 2))
(ΛsO (mod 4))
) (k=2 (mod 4)) ,
where «=(«+;+ 1)/2.
This implies that cor(Λ;)=(l+ ψ--1)(Λ;)=0. By (5.8), we have
Thus we obtain
(5.12) (1) 2r(*)=f(eer(*))=0.
•(x) (k =1 (mod 2))
(2) Ύ vv
"" "
 χ
~' '
 Λ
 (AsO(mod2)).
Inspect the following commutative diagram
0-
0
of exact sequences. Since
using (5.12) we see that the short exact sequence
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0
of T/r-groups splits. This implies that
and
Thus, results of the case j = 2 (mod 4) and n = 3 (mod 4) follow from those of
the case j=2 (mod 4) and n=0 (mod 4).
5.3. Proof for the case n=l (mod 4). Consider the following com-
mutative diagram, in which the row is exact.
O
V'J»,« fl
F
By Lemma 3.5, we can choose an element
generates the group S(Sn+}^)atZ and
0
such that f2(x)
x
Applying the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.7 to x, we obtain the fol-
lowing result by Lemma 5.2.
(5.13) The Adams operations are given by
= 1 (mod 4))
(k=3 (mod 4) and »=1)
2_^1)
(k=2 (mod 4))
(ΛsO (mod 4)) ,
Inspect the following commutative diagram
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0 0 XO(5"+^2) 0
-
 1
 -
8
-* KO(Si(Lΐ/L'ί)) -
r -Si 3
KO(S"+J+3)~ 1 /-ice
 /2
0 0
of exact sequences. By Proposition 3.7, we have
/ <{2<*+1*ylt 2<*-™iy2+2<»-Wyl}y (j = 2 (mod 8) and nl
1>/23;1}> (j =6 (mod 8) and «^
(j Ξ6 (mod 8) and «= 1)
(J =2 (mod 8) and «= 1) .
Using Lemma 5.7, we obtain
(5.14) Ker r2 =
If τ«^>7ί+3, then we have
Zβ (n+j =7 (mod 8))
0 (w+j = 3 (mod 8)),
and hence
=
 f 2KO(Sn+ί+1) (n+j = 7 (mod 8))
~ I KO(S*+i+l) (n+j = 3 (mod 8)) .
Since Aj is a monomorphism, we have Ker^jCr^Fij^+i). Thus we obtain a
split short exact sequence
0
where
By (5.9), we obtain
(5.15) //"m^n+3,
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1, X2, Xj>l<{Aυ B2,
where A1=2X2-X1, B2=2W
iX3+X2 and B^Φ -
Thus the group KO(Sί(L"IL1)) is determined by using results of the case
j =2 (mod 4) and n=2 (mod 4). In order to determine the group /(S^LJΓ/Z,*)),
we use the following fact which is obtained from (5.13) and (5.14).
(5.16) The Adams operations are given by
ί *
(<>+y+1)/2
r2^)+((^-A(«^+1'/2)/4)r2(/1(4/3(Λ;))) (k=\ (mod 4))
)) (As 3 (mod 4))
(k=0 (mod 2))
Set U= Σ ( ψ *-l)XΌ(5y(L?/Z,;+1)). By Lemma 3.1 and (5.9), we have
k : odd
C/=<4r1(J?3)>. If k=£ (mod 4) (e= ± 1), then we have
(mod
 ft(
(mod
 A(t/))
(mod
Λ
(C7)) .
Thus we have J>(Sί(LT/L1))^ΈO(Sί(LTIL1))IU1, where t/! is the subgroup of
KO(Si(L'ίlLT)) generated by 4 1^(r1(^ 3)) and m((«+y+l)/2)r2(^
Suppose m+y = 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8). Then we have
where A,=m((n+j+\)β)r
ί
(x)-2gl(r](X3)} and
Thus we obtain the results of the cases j =2 (mod 4), w= 1 (mod 4) and m+j =
3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8).
Since Ker Λ=r1«2
(
*"
1)/4
-X3+-X'2», the rest of the proof is similar to that
for the case j =2 (mod 4) and n=2 (mod 4).
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